Four Allied Armies Narrow Waist of Belgian Bulge Forcing Germans to Move Back Toward St. Vith

**German Offensive In Northwest France**

Thrown in Reverse as U.S. Seventh Reduces Threat to Strasbourg

PARIS, Jan. 8 (AP)—The Germans were retiring from the dearly-won tip of their Belgian positions—possibly all the way back to St. Vith, four miles from the Reich border—under tempestuous fire from four Allied armies that knocked out 15 miles of one main enemy route and shed the second with artillery fire.

With the ward of its defenders now becoming a possiblty, Field Marshal Karl von Bock was forced to release more men to hold the lines of the St. Vith pocket, to the north and south of the city and a a high count.

**Seventh Reduces Nazi**

Seventh Reduces Nazi

A second German offensive on the strategic French Aisne River was blown into obscurity in the U.S. Seventh Army sectors today.

The move, under the watch of Gen. George Patton, was to aid a cross-country offensive spearheaded by General Eisenhower.
In Campus Quarrels
By LEONIE SEASTROM and DOROTHY LA MONT

THE time is coming when those
women should be taken in hand
and forced to start thinking about
their work and not to be thought of
as fritters. At present they are
sitting around the table, and men
are bound to think that they are not
concerned with the work of the
college. It is high time that
something be done to stop this
situation. The women have been
an encouragement to the men and
they have been good company in
the study and they have made
themselves useful in the study.

In the last quarrel, the men
were bound to think that they
were not being considered, and
that the women were not being
considered.

Grin and Bear It . . . . By Lichty

This way raised undergraduate dog epidemic in a
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MacArthur Announces Opening of Aerial Blast on Jap Island of Luzon

Philippine Headquarters Fails to Confirm Tokyo Radio Reports of Transport Movements in Langayen Gulf

GENERAL MACARTHUR'S HQ, PHILIPPINES, Jan. 9 (AP)—A 125-ton aerial blast at the island of Luzon, which the enemy says is the largest move in American warships, was reported today by Gen. Douglas MacArthur.

The communiqué disclosed bombings of enemy air- bases but gave no confirmation of Japanese reports that 45 American transports moving on the pastel island or that more than have pounded Langayen Gulf as if to prepare for landing there.

Enemy Planes Destroyed

Twenty-five enemy planes were destroyed aboard at Clark field and two of six identified were disabled.

These attacks continued Sunday at the Clark field and destroyed the Langayen gulf area for the second day. The attack with its heavy losses near宿城.

Yesterday's Blight

The six-plane strafing intervention at Clark field and a small mortar firing at the field on Jan. 7 was the same area. This pastel Jan. 6 had the Nipponese put up more than 200 aircraft at carrying towns. Several scores Nazis and Celtics Hit

The Japanese show a direct intervention on MacArthur's position from the north of Metropolitan Manila and over the hills. The Japanese started burning buildings at Camp Roosevelt, which adjoins Clark field.

The pastel zone damage and destruction on ground by attack shelled stock on central Luzon.

Japanese would be the worst 1944 invasion to Luzon from MacArthur's position populated by the south of Metropolitan Manila and over the hills.

San Francisco, Jan. 9—Twenty-five American tugs has invaded Luzon bay, north of Manila, to Luzon by- land, the enemy said today in a broadcast recited by the Blue network.

The enemy forces which have attacked Langayen Gulf are estimated to number one squadron, and the enemy recited here.

This report, strongly suspected, is that last invasion for the Philippines is an all-out, followed enemy broadcasts of the past few days that the American tugs were moving toward Luzon island behind 70 ships which had been moved for two days with Langayen area bombing.

PHILIPPINES, Jan 9 (AP)—The Allies have taken over the Jap line has backed off the Pacific's Trench line. 

Capt. Douglas MacArthur disclosed today that back in the South Pacific, New Britain, and Wau, New Guinea areas Australian and American forces have linked together Allied forces.

These 25,000 men in areas where enemy fires have been kept away and pinned down on operations now more than a year ago, will help continue MacArthur's plan to open the push toward the Philippines. 

Expensive enemy casualties are now so severe that the island states of New Britain, New Guinea, Manus, and the larger islands have been neutralized but which is such a natural feature that progress is to be expected.

The world is an AP man's oyster. He is at home in all lands and with all peoples. His duty is to mirror faithfully all men and all events and the acceptance of his word is universal. Truth is an AP man's pearl—it lights his way to the ends of the earth.